STUDY EFECTIVITY THERAPY COMBINATION OF "SAMBUNG NYAWA (Gynura Procumbens (Lourr) Merr.) AND UNURIC ACID FORMULATION" AS A DRUG HYPERURICEMIA

ABSTRACT

Research of combination effect from Sambung nyawa (Gynura procumbens (Lourr) Merr.) and "STKL" unuric acid formulation conducted concerning to blood serum uric acid. This research purpose to know pharmacologic effect combination of Sambung nyawa (Gynura procumbens (Lourr) Merr.) 500 mg/capsule one a day two capsules and "STKL" unuric acid formulation 500 mg/capsule third a day one capsule for degrading blood serum uric acid, influence of pattern arrangement eat and therapy time. This research consist of 4 groups, that is control group 1 which only and experiment treated just with mealtime arrangement. Control group 2 which only use traditional drug Sambung nyawa with mealtime arrangement. Control group 3 which only use traditional drug "STKL" unuric acid formulation with mealtime arrangement and a group which use combination traditional drug Sambung nyawa and "STKL" unuric acid formulation with mealtime arrangement. Each group treated for 2 weeks and 4 weeks, and uric acid rate examined every 2 weeks.
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